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Transient Sister Chromatid Separation
and Elastic Deformation of Chromosomes
during Mitosis in Budding Yeast
bind to the sides of microtubules and move rapidly to-
ward a pole (Rieder and Alexander, 1990; Alexander and
Rieder, 1991). When bivalence is established, microtu-
bule attachments mature so that the extreme plus ends
of microtubules become embedded in kinetochores.
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77 Massachusetts Avenue Bivalently attached chromosomes undergo oscillatory
movements throughout metaphase (Skibbens et al.,Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
1993; Waters et al., 1996b), and kinetochores regulate
microtubule growth and shrinkage so that end-on at-
tachment is maintained (Hyman and Mitchison, 1990;Summary
Hunt and McIntosh, 1998). The forces required to move
chromosomes are generated by microtubule motors andThe accurate segregation of chromosomes at mitosis
requires that all pairs of chromatids bind correctly to microtubule dynamics (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1985;
Rieder and Salmon, 1994; Waters et al., 1996a; Woodmicrotubules prior to the dissolution of sister cohesion
and the initiation of anaphase. By analyzing the motion et al., 1997) and place sister chromatids under consider-
able tension. In mammalian cells, this tension causes aof GFP-tagged S. cerevisiae chromosomes, we show
that kinetochore-microtubule attachments impose suffi- striking elastic deformation of the centromere-proximal
chromatin (Shelby et al., 1996). Tension is required forcient tension on sisters during prometaphase to tran-
siently separate centromeric chromatin toward oppo- the establishment of stable kinetochore-microtubule at-
tachments (Koshland et al., 1988; Ault and Nicklas, 1989;site sides of the spindle. Transient separations of 2±10
min duration occur in the absence of cohesin proteoly- Skibbens et al., 1993, 1995; Nicklas and Ward, 1994) and
appears to be involved in downregulating the spindlesis, are characterized by independent motion of the
sisters along the spindle, and are followed by the ap- assembly checkpoint (Rieder et al., 1994; Nicklas et al.,
1995). This is logical because bivalent attachment andparent reestablishment of sister linkages. The exis-
tence of transient sister separation in yeast explains sister cohesion are required to generate and maintain
tension and are also prerequisites to successful chro-the unusual bilobed localization of kinetochore pro-
teins and supports an alternative model for spindle mosome disjunction in anaphase. However, the proteins
that form the tension sensor at kinetochores are not yetstructure. By analogy with animal cells, we propose
that yeast centromeric chromatin acts as a tensi- known.
Bivalent microtubule attachment imposes tension onometer.
sisters because the chromatids are linked together. In
yeast, sisters become linked in S phase by protein com-Introduction
plexes known as cohesins (Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis
et al., 1997; Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 1998). The Smc1p-Chromosome segregation is the process by which
Smc3p complex is a bent coiled-coil structure with glob-replicated sister chromatids are divided equally among
ular heads that, in conjunction with the Scc1p/Mcd1daughter cells at mitosis. Two essential steps in chromo-
and Scc3p proteins, forms a bridge between sisterssome segregation are the establishment of bivalent mi-
(Michaelis et al., 1997; Melby et al., 1998). The structurecrotubule attachments in metaphase and the dissolution
of this bridge and the mechanisms of cohesin-DNA inter-of sister cohesion at anaphase. Sister chromatids be-
action are not known, but cohesin binding sites havecome linked together during DNA replication and bind
been mapped to DNA 5 kb on either side of the centro-in pairs to microtubules via kinetochores, DNA-protein
mere and to discrete sites along chromosome arms (Blatcomplexes that assemble on centromeric DNA. The sis-
and Kleckner, 1999; Megee et al., 1999; Tanaka et al.,ters move back and forth on the spindle early in mitosis,
1999). Dissolution of cohesin-mediated sister linkagesseeking to establish bivalent attachment. This involves
marks the onset of anaphase and is accomplished bybinding by the kinetochore on one chromatid to microtu-
the proteolysis of Scc1p (Uhlmann et al., 1999), an eventbules emanating from the proximal spindle pole and
that is triggered indirectly by the ubiquitin-conjugatingbinding by the kinetochore on the sister chromatid to
anaphase promoting complex (Cohen-Fix and Kosh-microtubules emanating from the opposite pole. When
land, 1999).all pairs of sister chromatids have achieved bivalent
Real-time analysis of chromosome dynamics in yeastattachment, an event monitored by the spindle assembly
has been made possible by the development of GFP-checkpoint, anaphase is triggered, the linkage between
tagged chromosomes (Straight et al., 1997) in whichsisters is dissolved, and the two sets of chromatids
arrays of Lac (Straight et al., 1997) or Tet (Michaelis etmove to opposite poles.
al., 1997) operator sites are integrated into defined sitesChromosome-microtubule attachment is best under-
in the genome and GFP-LacI or GFP-TetR expressed.stood in animal cells and occurs in several distinct
When GFP-repressor fusions bind to operator arrays,stages (Nicklas, 1997). In prometaphase, chromosomes
they produce a bright dot that can be followed in live
cells by time-lapse microscopy. The analysis of tagged* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: psorger@
mit.edu). yeast chromosomes has shown that they oscillate back
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and forth (Straight et al., 1997) soon after the spindle sion) to create a strain in which general nuclear fluores-
cence was low and the extreme ends of the spindleassembles in a process that is reminiscent of the oscilla-
tory behavior of chromosomes in animal cells (Skibbens carried GFP marks (Donaldson and Kilmartin, 1996; Fig-
ure 1B). Time-lapse imaging of live cells was performedet al., 1993). Very recently, centromeric DNA on sister
chromatids have been proposed to undergo premature by 3D optical sectioning microscopy followed by image
restoration using iterative deconvolution on a Delta-sister separation (Goshima and Yanagida, 2000), a pro-
cess whose dynamics we examine in detail in this paper. vision microscope (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA).
Stills and movies were analyzed by automated imageA key question in the study of mitosis is how cohesive
structures and separating forces interact to generate processing to locate the centroids of spindle poles and
chromosomes. An axis was then set between the spindlebivalent attachment. Geometric and mechanical models
have been put forward to explain bivalence (e.g., Tanaka poles, and the movement of chromosomes was plotted
in a spindle-centered cylindrical reference frame with let al., 1999). The geometric model posits that kineto-
chores are held tightly together (perhaps by cohesins) so representing position along the axis and r representing
radial distance (Figure 1C).that their microtubule attachment sites point in opposite
directions. In this view, it is inherently impossible for
both kinetochores to bind to microtubules emanating Transient Sister Chromatid Separation
from one pole (an arrangement that cannot support in Preanaphase Yeast Cells
chromosome segregation). The mechanical model pos- In preanaphase cells carrying centromere-proximal
its that stable microtubule attachments can be created 11ChV or 22ChIV chromosome tags, time-lapse movies
and the mitotic checkpoint silenced only when sister revealed two types of motion: back-and-forth movement
chromatids are under tension (which requires bivalent of the tag along the spindle axis (as described by
attachment). In this paper, we study the forces that act Straight et al., 1997) and splitting of the tag into two
on yeast chromosomes during mitosis to begin to distin- tags, both of which underwent oscillatory motion (Figure
guish between these models. We use three-dimensional 2). Typically, the fluorescent signal from a 11ChV or
time-lapse imaging of live yeast to follow chromosomes 22ChIV TetO/GFP-TetR tag formed two signalsÐeach
carrying GFP tags inserted at various positions in the with half the original intensityÐand then merged back
genome. We find that yeast chromosomes are under into one signal several minutes later. In some cases,
sufficient tension to cause dramatic deformation and two or more rounds of splitting and merging could be
transient separation of centromere-proximal chromatin seen in a 10 min movie (Figures 2B and 2C). The maxi-
in preanaphase cells. Sister kinetochores separate by mum extent of transient splitting was 0.8 mm, and it was
up to 0.8 mm and move independently during prometa- characterized by oscillatory motion along the spindle
phase for periods of 2±10 min. It is difficult to reconcile axis for a period of 2±10 min. During separation, the
the dynamic behavior of centromeric cohesion and the motion of the two signals was uncorrelated, and the
large separation achieved by kinetochores with simple distance between the signals increased and decreased,
geometric models for bivalent attachment. We therefore seemingly at random. The apparent velocity of the sepa-
propose that tension generated by kinetochore-microtu- rated chromosomes with respect to the poles was about
bule attachments plays a critical role in chromosome 0.2±0.4 mm/min, but this is a very rough estimate be-
segregation in yeast as it does in animal cells. cause the sampling rate (2 per min) was too low to
measure fast oscillatory motion.
To ascertain whether temporary separation of chro-Results
mosome tags is distinct from the irreversible separation
that occurs at the onset of anaphase, we looked forFollowing Chromosome Movement
in Three Dimensions transient separation at different points in the cell cycle.
Cells carrying 22ChIV tags were synchronized at STARTTo study forces acting on yeast chromosomes, we com-
pared the motion of GFP-tagged centromeric, arm, and with a factor and released into fresh medium, and ali-
quots were withdrawn for analysis at 10 min intervals.telomeric DNA in living cells. One or more arrays of TetO
binding sites (Michaelis et al., 1997) were introduced by At each time point, sister separation, spindle length, and
cell cycle landmarks were assayed (Figure 3A). Transienthomologous recombination at various positions in the
genomes of cells expressing GFP-TetR (the arrays are sister separation was first observed immediately after
spindle assembly (at 50 to 60 min; Figures 3A and 3B)named for the chromosomeÐIV or VÐand the distance
between the TetO array and the centromere; Figure 1A). and increased to a maximum of 60% at 90 min. It then
declined somewhat as cells entered anaphase at 100±This generated strains in which small fluorescent dots
were present on chromosomes at the positions of the 110 min and sisters began to separate permanently. We
conclude that the transient separation of chromosomeTetO arrays. Because the mitotic spindle moves con-
tinuously during mitosis, determining the movement of tags is first observed soon after the spindle assembles
and continues for 30±40 min (at 248C) before the onsetchromosomes relative to the spindle requires knowl-
edge of the spindle axis. In previous work (Carminati of anaphase.
The splitting and rejoining of centromere-proximaland Stearns, 1997; Straight et al., 1997), spindles were
visualized using GFP-tagged tubulin, but the presence tags was never observed in cdc6-1 mutants (Piatti et al.,
1995), in which DNA replication is inhibited, in ndc10-1of a bright fluorescent spindle makes it difficult to locate
GFP-tagged chromosomes accurately. We therefore mutants, in which the essential kinetochore protein
p110Ndc10 is inactive (Goh and Kilmartin, 1993), or in thefused the spindle pole protein Spc42p to GFP (replacing
the endogenous SPC42 gene with an SPC42-GFP fu- presence of the microtubule poison nocodazole (data
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Figure 1. Experimental Approach
(A) Structures of TetO/TetR-GFP chromosome tags. Arrays of 224 50 bp TetO repeats (11.2 kb) were integrated as indicated into chromosomes
IV and V. For CENIV, bp ª0º is SGD bp 449,707, and for CENV it is 151,960. (The 22ChIVS tag comprises only 40 TetO repeats. Note 1, see
Michaelis et al. (1997). Note 2, see Ciosk (1998).
(B) Image of a mitotic nucleus in a cell carrying an Spc42p-GFP tag marking the two spindle pole bodies and a 238ChV tag marking the
chromatids. Our software distinguishes spindle poles from chromosome tags by assuming that pole to pole distances are greater than
pole±chromosome distancesÐan assumption that is valid for tags 38 kb or less from the centromere.
(C) Schematic of the yeast nucleus in (B) overlaid with a cylindrical coordinate system. The axial and radial distances (l and r) are determined
from the orientation of the spindle and the position of the chromosome tag. In our experiments, the azimuthal position ` is indeterminate,
and, for simplicity, we assume radial symmetry.
not shown). Cdc6-1 cells were characterized by a single Figures 3B and 3C). Because spindle length in S. cerevis-
iae increases slowly from 1 to 2 mm during G2/M andand presumably unreplicated tag close to the spindle
pole. Large bud ndc10-1 cells contained two chromo- then rapidly to 4±10 mm during anaphase B (Yeh et al.,
1995), fixed and live-cell data could be correlated usingsomal GFP signals, but they were always in the mother
and were never separated by more than about 0.2±0.3 spindle length as an approximate measure of cell cycle
state. Single cell analysis showed that once a chromo-mm. In nocodazole-treated cells, chromosome tags ex-
hibited only a small amount of random motion and not some has experienced transient sister separation, the
sisters were typically apart 50%±60% of the time (Fig-the large-scale chromosome movements seen in control
cells. Taken together, these data demonstrate that chro- ures 3B and 3C; data not shown). The duration of tran-
sient separation did not increase as the spindle length-mosomes carrying centromere-proximal TetO/GFP-TetR
tags can undergo large-scale transient sister separation ened and mitosis progressed. However, in a population
of cells, the fraction of chromosomes that are separatedprior to anaphase and that this separation requires mi-
crotubules and functional kinetochores. at any time rises as mitosis proceeds (between 50 and
90 min after a factor release). We interpret this to reflect
an increase in the probability that a chromosome hasDefining Prometaphase and Metaphase
in S. cerevisiae achieved bivalent attachment and is thus able to un-
dergo transient sister separation.To supplement synchrony-release studies, 40 time-
lapse movies were recorded of live cells at different The separation of sister chromatids during anaphase
involves the proteolysis of the cohesin Scc1p, a processpoints in the cell cycle (as judged by bud morphology;
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Figure 2. Transient Sister Separation in
Metaphase Cells
(A) Single optical slice from a 3D image set
of chromosomes undergoing transient sis-
ter separation when tagged at 22ChIV or
238ChV. Distances between sister chroma-
tids are indicated.
(B) Stills at selected intervals of a live cell
carrying a 22ChIV tag as plotted in (C). Each
panel is a projection of optical slices from a
3D data set. The reference spindle pole (dis-
tance ª0º) is indicated by a yellow arrow.
(C) Plot of distance between each sister chro-
matid and the reference spindle pole body.
A single green line is shown when the sisters
are together and two lines when they are
separated. Spindle length is shown in blue.
Based on spindle length, this movie ends ap-
proximately 10 min prior to anaphase.
that requires Esp1p. To determine whether transient sis- established protocol for esp1 inactivation [McGrew et
al., 1992]). We found that the fraction of cells (averageter chromatid separation also requires cohesin degrada-
tion, we synchronized temperature-sensitive esp1 cells spindle length 1.2 mm) with separated sister centro-
meres was similar in esp1 and wt control cells (40% inin a factor, released them into fresh medium at 378C, and
then analyzed sister separation 90 min later (following an esp1 versus 50% in wt). Thus, the transient separation
Transient Sister Chromatid Separation
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Figure 3. Cell Cycle Regulation of Transient
Sister Separation
(A) Synchrony release experiment. Cells car-
rying a 22ChIV tag were arrested in a factor,
released into fresh medium, and grown at
248C. Samples were withdrawn every 10 min,
fixed in formaldehyde, and 100±200 cells
were then examined for sister separation,
spindle length, and anaphase morphology.
The histogram shows the fraction of preana-
phase cells with separated sisters at spindle
lengths from 0.6 to 2.2 mm. The ªallº column
is the fraction of all preanaphase cells with
separated sisters, regardless of spindle length
(i.e., the sum of columns to the left). Plotted
to the right is the fraction of cells in anaphase
(bars), a measure of cell-cycle synchrony, and
the average metaphase spindle length (red
line).
(B and C) Plots of distance between each
sister chromatid and a reference spindle pole
body over a 10 min time-lapse movie of two
unsynchronized cells. The cell in (B) is com-
pleting spindle pole body separation (SPB
sep) during the first 3 min. This corresponds
to a cell cycle point 50±60 min after a factor
release, as judged by spindle length (see red
line in [A]). The cell in (C) is later in the cell
cycle, corresponding to approximately 70 min
after a factor release.
of centromere-proximal DNA does not require cohesin but contamination from anaphase cells was minimal
(Figure 3A; for 11ChV the fraction of preanaphase cellsproteolysis. Instead, it must involve the disassembly and
reassembly of cohesin bridges. We propose that the with separated tags was 40%; 5% of cells were in ana-
phase). Tags 1±9 kb from CENV were separated in 35%±period in the budding yeast cell cycle after spindle as-
sembly but prior to anaphase, during which sister chro- 40% of cells (Figure 4A). Tags at 213 or 238 kb were
separated in 2%±4% of cells, and no transient separa-matids achieve bivalent attachment and undergo tran-
sient separation independent of cohesin proteolysis, tion was observed with the telomere-proximal 1284ChV
tag. We conclude that frequent and large-scale (greaterconstitutes prometaphase and metaphase.
than 0.3 mm) transient sister separation is limited to a
region about 15±20 kb surrounding the centromere, stillLarge-Scale Transient Sister Separation Is Restricted
to Centromeric Chromatin detectable 38 kb along an arm but absent at telomeres.
This is consistent with the observation that the force forTo map the extent of chromatin subject to large-scale
sister separation in metaphase, we compared cells car- sister separation originates at centromeres.
rying tags at six different positions 1 to 284 kb from the
CENV (Figure 1A). Cells were arrested with a factor and Determining the Mean Positions of Centromeres,
Chromosome Arms, and Telomeresreleased into fresh medium for 70 min prior to fixation
and analysis. Seventy minute outgrowth was chosen as In images of live and fixed cells, signals from the two
spindle pole tags and the chromosome tag invariablya time at which transient sister separation was obvious
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formed a triangle in which the distance between the
spindle axis and the chromosome was greater for telo-
mere tags than for centromere tags (Figure 4B). To de-
termine systematically the locations of centromeric
(22ChIV) arm (238ChV) and telomere-proximal (1284ChV)
DNA, we measured radial and axial positions in 1200
3D images from time-lapse movies and combined the
data into a single scatter plot by normalizing distances
to spindle length. The data show that centromeres lie
somewhat closer to the spindle axis than arms and much
closer than the telomeres (Figures 4C±4E). The centro-
meric and arm tags generally lay within an imaginary
spherical boundary drawn through the spindle poles, but
the telomere tag was often found outside this boundary.
This arises because the spindle axis only rarely passes
through the center of the nucleus and the telomere tag
is usually found close to the nuclear envelope. We con-
clude that centromeres, chromosome arms, and telo-
meres occupy distinct regions in the nucleus that are
at progressively greater distances from the spindle axis.
The maintenance of these regions must involve a force
acting perpendicular to the spindle axis (see Dis-
cussion).
Correlating Centromere Distribution and Kinetochore
Protein Localization
The centromere binding proteins Slk19p (Zeng et al.,
1999), Ctf19p (Hyland et al., 1999), and Mtw1p (Goshima
and Yanagida, 2000) have recently been shown to local-
ize in metaphase cells to two lobes, one on each side
of the spindle midzone. Thus far, it has not been clear
why a kinetochore protein should be localized in this
manner, but we reasoned that it should reflect the distri-
bution of centromeres. Using data from cells carrying a
22ChIV tag, we determined the three-dimensional den-
sity distribution of centromeres in living cells and then
generated a 2D projection. We then localized Slk19p-
GFP in fixed cells carrying Spc42p-CFP (cyan fluores-
cent protein) and found that the Slk19p-GFP and CEN
Figure 4. CEN, Arm, and Telomeric Chromatin Occupy Discrete Nu-
clear Domains
(A) Mapping the centromere-proximal elastic chromatin domain. The
fraction of cells with separated sister chromatids as assayed using
tags 1 to 284 kb from CENV is shown. Cells were arrested with a
factor and released into fresh medium for 70 min prior to fixation
and analysis. Each data point is derived from 50±100 cells. Anaphase
cells (less than 5% of the total) were excluded from the analysis.
(B) Typical images of fixed and live cells carrying chromosome tags
at 22ChIV (CEN tag) or 1284ChV (telomere tag). Projections of 3D
data sets are shown, as are the centroids of the chromosome (yellow
target) and spindle tags (red target) as determined by automated
image analysis.
(C) Scatter plot of the radial and axial positions (see Figure 1A)
of a 22ChIV tag obtained from 20 time-lapse 3D movies of live
preanaphase cells. To combine data from a total of 400 stills, dis-
tances are normalized to spindle length, which varied from 0.8 to 1.8
mm. Red dots denote separated sisters and blue dots unseparated
chromatids. The green line shows the path of a single chromosome
over time.
(D) Scatter plot for a 238ChV tag. Note that the fraction of cells
with separated sisters is much lower than in (C).
(E) Scatter plot for a 1284ChV tag. The horizontal and vertical scales
are expanded relative to the plots in (C) and (D). Telomere tags can
lie outside the normalized range of 0±1 because the spindle is usually
shorter than the diameter of the nucleus.
distributions were remarkably similar. Both formed
lobes on either side of the spindle midzone (Figures 5A
and 5B). If, as we have postulated, sister centromeres
separate transiently and then oscillate along the spindle
axis, fluctuations in kinetochore protein localization
should be detectable. To explore this, we examined
living cells carrying either Slk19p-GFP or Mtw1p-GFP
in combination with Spc42p-YFP (yellow fluorescent
protein) using time-lapse 3D microscopy (our use of
Mtw1p facilitates comparisons with the recent work of
Goshima and Yanagida [2000]). Like Slk19p, Mtw1p was
generally found in two lobes on either side of the spindle
midzone, but oscillations in Mtw1p distribution were
readily apparent. In Figure 5C, a particularly dramatic
series of oscillations is seen. Importantly, the pole to
pole distance does not change during the oscillations,
confirming our prediction that mean kinetochore posi-
tion along the spindle varies on a time scale of seconds.
The significance of the finding that Mtw1p and Slk19p
localize to two oscillating lobes is its implication that
transient sister separation occurs in cells in which the
chromosomes have not been perturbed by the introduc-
tion of repetitive TetO arrays.
Next, we asked whether fluctuations in Mtw1p and
Slk19p localization reflects synchronous separation of
sisters on different chromosomes. Cells were generated
that carried both 11ChV and 22ChIV TetO/GFP-Tet
tags, as well as spindle poles marked with Spc42p-
GFP, and the fraction of cells with two, three, and four
chromosome tags determined. Were chromosomes IV
and V to undergo synchronous sister separation, we
would expect most cells to contain two or four TetO-
TetR signals (plus two signals from the poles). Were
chromosomes IV and V to separate independently, we
would expect a distribution of two, three, and four sig-
nals, consistent with the observed probability that each
tag is apart 60% of the time. Reliably resolving multiple
chromosome tags in a single cell is difficult, and we
therefore analyzed only the small fraction of cells in
which chromosomes IV and V were clearly on opposite
sides of the spindle axis (Figure 5D). The results from
this data set were clear, however: transient sister sepa-
rations on chromosomes IV and V were uncorrelated.
Chromatin Stretching and Deformation
Near Centromeres
In metaphase cells, tags 1 to 9 kb from the centromere
were often observed to separate transiently by up to 0.8
Figure 5. Centromere Tag and Kinetochore Protein Distribution
(A) Centromere distribution as a probability density plot based on
the positions of 22ChIV tags with spindles 1.3 to 2.0 mm.
(B) Typical images from cells carrying Spc42p-CFP (cyan fluorescent
protein) and Slk19p-GFP. Bar equals 1 mm.
(C) Images at selected intervals of living cells carrying Mtw1p-GFP
and Spc42p-YFP (yellow fluorescent protein). Bar equals 1 mm. A
GFP filter set was used during imaging to permit a small amount of
Spc42-YFP signal to leak-through and mark the spindle poles with-
out obscuring the weak Mtw1p-GFP signal.
(D) Transient separation of two independent chromosome tags pres-
ent in a single cell. Diploid cells carrying both 22ChIV and 11ChV
tags as well as Spc42-GFP were fixed and scored for sister chroma-
tid separation. Only cells in which the two chromosomes were on
opposite sides of the spindle were analyzed (n 5 37, representing
about 1% of all images; see text for details).
Figure 6. Centromere-Proximal DNA Can Become Highly Stretched
Gallery of images from fixed cells showing highly elongated GFP signals. The image to the left is unprocessed, the second image has low-
intensity signals enhanced, and the third image is annotated to indicate various structures. To the right of each set is an interpretive drawing.
(A) Metaphase cells carrying a 22ChIV tag. (B) Anaphase cells carrying a 22ChIV tag. (C) Anaphase cells carrying 238ChV and 1284ChV
tags.
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mm, but more distal tags at 213 to 238 kb separated Discussion
much less frequently and only by 0.2±0.3 mm (Figure
In this paper, we use time-lapse 3D microscopy to deter-2A). This implies that DNA between the tags stretches
mine the motion of centromeric, arm, and telomericto span the intervening distance of about 0.5 mm. At the
chromatin during mitosis in S. cerevisiae. We find thatlowest possible packing ratio compatible with nucleo-
pairs of sister chromatids undergo transient sister sepa-some binding (7-fold), about 10 kb of DNA (5 kb on
ration in a kinetochore- and microtubule-dependenteach sister) is required to span 0.5 mm. Thus, transiently
fashion soon after the spindle assembles and well beforeseparated chromatids are extraordinarily extended rela-
the onset of anaphase. Because a separating force cantive to the 80- to 120-fold compaction ratio estimated
only be exerted on pairs of chromatids that are boundfrom FISH studies of yeast mitotic chromosomes (Gu-
to opposite poles, we propose that the time betweenacci et al., 1994). Images of both fixed and live cells
the first appearance of transient sister separation andprovide direct evidence for highly extended chromatin
the onset of anaphase represents prometaphaseÐtheconformations involving the 22ChIV and 11ChV tags
period in which chromosomes achieve bivalent attach-(Figure 6). In some cases, tags were stretched into struc-
ment (it lasts for about 30±40 min at 248C). Chromosometures up to 0.5 mm long during metaphase. In other
tension has not previously been described in buddingcases, two widely separated but compact chromosome
yeast, and the occurrence of haploid mitosis in mutantstags were apparent (compare Figures 6A and 2A), im-
that skip DNA replication has suggested that it may notplying that DNA outside of the TetO array was stretched.
exist (Piatti et al., 1995). In higher eucaryotes, however,
When stretched tags were followed over time, they re-
tension is thought to play a critical role in chromosome
formed compact tags indicating that extended DNA con-
segregation (Zinkowski et al., 1991).
figurations arise from the dynamic separation and re- To visualize yeast chromosomes, we tagged them
joining of sister chromatids and not dead-end errors. with arrays of Tet operators integrated at various dis-
Consistent with this, the rate of loss of a chromosome tances from the centromere. The question arises
carrying a 11ChV tag was approximately 2 3 1025 per whether transient sister separation and elastic deforma-
generation, comparable to that of an untagged chromo- tion also occur with native chromosomes. The chromatin
some (Hieter et al., 1985). that forms on repetitive TetO arrays is probably unlike
To what extent does stretching occur with native chro- normal chromatin, but tagged chromosomes are not lost
matin rather than with repetitive TetO DNA? As men- during mitosis any more frequently than endogenous
tioned above, we could see cases in which compact chromosomes and thus are not defective in segregation
chromatin tags were sufficiently separated (approxi- functions. In addition, imaging of GFP-tagged kineto-
mately 0.5 mm) to imply that untagged chromatin was chore proteins in cells with unperturbed chromosomes
stretched into a fiber of nucleosomes (Figure 2A). We provides independent confirmation of the existence of
reasoned that, were chromatin stretching restricted to transient sister separations (Figure 5C). Finally, chromo-
TetO arrays, the introduction of short arrays should re- some stretching must occur in regions of chromatin
duce the maximum distance between sister chromatids. that do not carry DNA arrays, because transient sister
separations of similar magnitudes and duration are ob-We therefore compared a strain carrying a 2 kb CEN-
served with chromosomes carrying as many as 224 TetOproximal TetO (-2ChIV-S with 40 repeats) with a strain
repeats (11.2 kb) and as few as 40 (2 kb). It is possiblecarrying an 11 kb TetO array (-2ChIV with 224 repeats).
that some of the dramatic chromatin stretching ob-No significant difference was observed in the fraction
served during anaphase is peculiar to repetitive DNA,of cells with separated tags or in the maximum distance
but the bulk of the evidence strongly support the exis-between the sisters (data not shown). Thus, centromere-
tence of preanaphase separation of sister centromeresproximal DNA becomes highly extended during tran-
(see also Goshima and Yanagida, 2000).sient sister chromatid separation, and stretching during
metaphase is not restricted to repetitive DNA.
Kinetochore-Dependent Tension and TransientChromosome stretching was even more dramatic dur-
Sister Separationing anaphase, and one tag on a pair of sisters was
The separation of sister chromatids at anaphase is irre-often visible as a continuous green line nearly 1 mm long
versible and triggered by the degradation of cohesins(Figure 6B), whereas its sister was compact. Because
(Guacci et al., 1994; Michaelis et al., 1997; Straight et
an 11 kb region of DNA spans 3.5 mm in B form but
al., 1997, 1998). It is characterized by the steady move-
only 0.5 mm when packaged into nucleosomes, linear ment of chromosomes toward spindle poles, by dra-
configurations such as a 1 mm line must include some matic separation of the poles, and by the segregation of
B-form DNA. Occasionally the GFP signal appeared ir- chromosomes into daughter cells. In contrast, transient
regular, like dots along a string (Figure 6B), presumably sister separation in metaphase lasts for 2±10 min per
reflecting nonuniform stretching of the TetO array. Im- event, is characterized by irregular and independent
portantly, as the sisters moved toward the poles, we back-and-forth motion along the spindle, involves only
could observe even these highly elongated signals centromere-proximal chromatin, and does not require
change back into compact dots. We conclude that re- cohesin proteolysis. It is followed by periods of similar
petitive TetO arrays, and possibly even native chromo- duration during which the two chromosomes move to-
somes, can become highly extended to nearly B-form gether and appear to have regained cohesion.
length during anaphase. This highly stretched state is Using chromosome tagging methods similar to those
transient, and chromosomes eventually reassume a presented here, Goshima and Yanagida (2000) have pre-
viously shown that centromeric chromatin in buddingcompact configuration.
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Figure 7. Model for Centromeric Tensiome-
ter and Yeast Spindle
(A) A model of a hypothetical 1.5 mm spindle
showing the kinetochore microtubules in pink
and core microtubules in red. The paths of
kinetochore microtubules (average length of
0.9 mm) as inferred from the positions of
5±100 22ChIV tags (Figure 5B); note that each
haploid cell has only 32 kinetochore microtu-
bules. The paths for core microtubules are
derived from EM tomography (O'Toole et al.,
1999) extrapolated to a spindle length of 1.5
mm. The mean density of microtubules is esti-
mated to be 200 mm polymer 3 mm23 nucleo-
plasm within the region occupied by the core
microtubules and 12-fold lower in the region
occupied by the kinetochore microtubules.
This difference in density is schematized by
the use of thick red and thin pink lines and
probably accounts for the bar-like appear-
ance of the yeast spindle by immunofluores-
cence.
(B) Schematic of the centromeric domain
subject to dynamic sister separation.
yeast undergoes preanaphase separation. Our results model to explain the restriction of large-scale transient
sister separation to centromere-proximal DNA. Both relyare consistent with those of Goshima and Yanagida
(2000) but differ in showing that sister separation is a on the observation that the separating force arises at
kinetochores and that cohesin-mediated links musttransient phenomenon in which chromatids exhibit mul-
tiple rounds of separation and rejoining in a single cell break during a separation of more than approximately
0.2 mm (Melby et al., 1998). In the probabilistic model,cycle. The differences probably arise from our use of
live-cell microscopic methods that allow detailed mea- chromatin is hypothesized to be uniform, and the fre-
quency of separation decreases with increasing dis-surements of chromosome motions not discernable by
fixed time point sampling. The importance of the meth- tance from the centromere as more cohesin-mediated
odological difference is that fixed time point sampling linkages are broken. In the structural model, the chroma-
emphasizes differences between S. cerevsiaie and hu- tin around centromeres is postulated to be different from
mans, whereas live cell 3D imaging shows that kineto- bulk chromatin, making it inherently elastic, and thus,
chores in the two organisms are far more similar to each more prone to stretching. Existing data support the
other than has previously been suspected (see below). structural rather than probabilistic model. An exponen-
tial decrease in the frequency of sister separation is not
observed as the distance from the centromere in-A Region of Elastic Chromatin Flanks
creases; instead, separation appears to drop suddenlythe Yeast Centromere
at 29 to 213 kb (as judged from a limited number ofIn yeast, the extent and probability of transient sister
sample points; Figure 4A). Moreover, yeast centromeresseparation varies with distance from the centromere.
are embedded in an organized chromatin domainTetO/TetR-GFP tags placed 1 kb from the centromere
(Bloom and Carbon, 1982) that appears to contain spe-can separate by up to 0.8 mm during metaphase, but
cialized histones (Stoler et al., 1995) and a high concen-tags 38 kb from the centromere separate by 0.3 mm
tration of cohesin binding sites (Blat and Kleckner, 1999;or less. Transient separation of telomere-proximal tags
Megee et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 1999). Finally, stretch-(285 kb from CENV) is not observed, either because it
ing and compression of centromeric DNA has been ob-does not occur or because its magnitude is less than
served in human cells (Shelby et al., 1996) and appears0.18 mm (the Raleigh-limited resolution of our micro-
scope). We can envision a probabilistic and a structural to involve the deformation of an elastic element that
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lies in the central core of the kinetochore. This elastic at least two classes of chromosome stretching. During
element may be part of the tensiometer that regulates transient sister separation in metaphase, centromere-
kinetochore-microtubule attachment. proximal DNA appears to have a packing ratio of 10- to
20-fold relative to B-form DNA. This is substantially more
Structure of the Yeast Spindle Based extended than the 80- to 120-fold compaction ratio esti-
on Statistical Imaging mated for bulk yeast chromatin. Stretching during tran-
By examining large numbers of cells (approximately sient sister separation occasionally manifests itself as
1,200), we have determined that centromeres, arms, and distortion of the TetO array into linear structures, but in
telomeres occupy different regions of the nucleus. The most cases the tags remain compact and we infer that
centromeres of metaphase chromosomes undergoing the stretching must take place in native chromatin. We
transient sister separation must be attached to microtu- also observe stretching in centromere-distal DNA during
bules emanating from both poles, and we can therefore anaphase, such that the compaction ratio of the two
predict the paths of kinetochore microtubules (k-MTs; sisters differs by as much as 4-fold (data not shown).
Figure 7A). Because centromere-proximal tags always We believe that this degree of chromosome stretching
lie well away from the spindle axis, live-cell imaging also occurs in native DNA and is not a peculiarity of the
predicts a fan-like structure for the yeast spindle that TetO arrays. In support of this conclusion, we note that
seems inconsistent with previously published rod-like stretching is not restricted to repetitive chromatin, that
models (Winey et al., 1995; O'Toole et al., 1999). A typical centromeric DNA also has elastic properties in high eu-
1.5 mm spindle contains 32 k-MTs predicted to have an caryotes, and that the distribution of transiently sepa-
average length of 0.4 mm by EM and 0.9 mm by live- rated centromeres is confirmed by an independent mea-
cell imaging. The discrepancy might in principal arise sure of kinetochore protein localization.
because live-cell imaging overestimates the distance The second type of chromosome stretching we have
between the spindle axis kinetochores, perhaps be- detected is much more dramatic, occurs during ana-
cause the tags we have analyzed lie 1±2 kb from the phase, and gives rise to highly extended TetO conforma-
centromere. However, the close similarity in the distribu- tions. It appears that TetO arrays can be become suffi-
tions of 22ChIV and 238ChV tags argues against this ciently stretched that they must include some B-form
possibility. Alternatively, EM might underestimate the DNA. Remarkably, hyperstretched DNA can reform com-
lengths of k-MTs because they depolymerize prior to pact structures and does not cause elevated chromo-
imaging. This possibility is supported by the observation some loss. That regions of DNA might lose nucleosomes
that nearly all putative k-MTs in a recent EM tomography and become B form during mitosis is to us a radical
study were found to have terminal structures typical notion. We believe that hyperstretching may indeed be
of depolymerizing (1) ends (O'Toole et al., 1999) even restricted to TetO arrays and not occur in native chroma-
though live cell studies indicate that k-MTs should be tin, but we have no direct evidence to support this view.
polymerizing and depolymerizing with equal frequency Even if hyperstretching is a peculiarity of TetO arrays,
(Straight et al., 1997). We propose a structure for the our data imply that that the packaging of DNA into
yeast spindle that combines EM data on pole±pole mi- nucleosomal and higher order structures can be highly
crotubules with our data on k-MTs (Figure 7B). It postu- dynamic on a time scale of seconds to minutes.
lates a diamond shape for the yeast spindles that is
similar to the shape of most animal cell spindles. In
A Unified Model for Kinetochores in Buddingour view, the bar-like appearance of yeast spindles by
Yeast and Higher Eucaryotesimmunofluorescence is simply a consequence of differ-
The data in this paper suggest that spindle structureences in the relative microtubule densities in the central
and centromere dynamics are very similar in yeast andand distal regions of the spindle (as explained in Figure
higher eucaryotes. The existence of strong forces that7 legend).
stretch chromosomes throughout metaphase and ana-Regardless of the precise structure of the yeast spin-
phase and the dramatic separation of sister centromeresdle, it is clear that centromeres, arms, and telomeres
supports the hypothesis that tension plays a critical rolelieÐon averageÐat successively greater radii during
in yeast mitosis as it does in animal cells. The existencemetaphase. Moreover, stretched and unstretched chro-
of 20 kb elastic elements surrounding S. cerevisiae cen-mosomes have similar distributions. For this to be true,
tromeres implies an extensive region of specializedchromosomes must be subject to a force pointing per-
chromatin that must cover several genes. Specializedpendicular to and away from the spindle axis. An away-
chromatin is a feature of kinetochores in S. pombe andfrom-the-pole ejection force, similar to that found in
higher eucaryotes (Choo, 1997), and the centromeresanimal cells, would be expected to push chromosomes
of Arabidopsis have recently been shown to containaway from the spindle axis. Alternatively, a suitable
active genes (Copenhaver et al., 1999). The notion thatstatic force could be created by the binding of telomeres
budding yeast kinetochores encompass a large chroma-to the convex inner face of the nuclear envelope. Using
tin domain that acts as a single element provides indirectmodified chromosomes, it should be possible to test
support for the repeat subunit model of kinetochorethe role of telomeres and other structures in generating
architecture (Zinkowski et al., 1991). This model postu-the postulated away-from-axis force.
lates that complex centromeres in higher cells are made
up of many smaller modules, each of which comprisesMicrotubule-Dependent Forces
approximately 20±50 kb of DNA. Intriguingly, these mod-and Chromosome Distortion
ules undergo elastic deformations that are similar inBy measuring the distances between TetO/TetR-GFP
tags and analyzing tag morphology, we have detected absolute magnitude (0.5±1 mm) to the deformations seen
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unique and highly ordered structure in chromosomes and smallin yeast (in yeast, of course, they are much larger relative
circular minichromosomes. Cell 29, 305±317.to the size of the spindle). If yeast kinetochores repre-
Carminati, J.L., and Stearns, T. (1997). Microtubules orient the mi-sent a single tensiometer module, then molecular ge-
totic spindle in yeast through dynein-dependent interactions withnetic studies of the relatively simple centromeres of
the cell cortex. J. Cell. Biol. 138, 629±641.
budding yeast may reveal mechanisms common to all
Choo, K.H.A. (1997). The Centromere (Oxford: Oxford University
kinetochores. Press).
Ciosk, R. (1998). Sister chromatid cohesin and separation in yeast
Experimental Procedures mitosis. PhD thesis, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
Cohen-Fix, O., and Koshland, D. (1999). Pds1p of budding yeastYeast Strains and Procedures
has dual roles: inhibition of anaphase initiation and regulation ofAll yeast strains used in this study except YXH145 (see below) were
mitotic exit. Genes Dev. 13, 1950±1959.haploid and derived from W303 (MATa ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-
Copenhaver, G.P., Nickel, K., Kuromori, T., Benito, M.I., Kaul, S.,3,12 his3-11, 15 ura3 GAL psi1). To tag various loci with TetO arrays,
Lin, X., Bevan, M., Murphy, G., Harris, B., Parnell, L.D., et al. (1999).genomic fragments were amplified by PCR and cloned into
Genetic definition and sequence analysis of Arabidopsis centro-p306tetO2X224 (Michaelis et al., 1997). Plasmids were integrated by
meres. Science 286, 2468±2474.homologous recombination as confirmed by Southern hybridization.
Donaldson, A.D., and Kilmartin, J.V. (1996). Spc42p: a phosphory-TetR-GFP gene was integrated at LEU2 (Michaelis et al., 1997).
lated component of the S. cerevisiae spindle pole body (SPD) with anSpsc42p was tagged by linking a C-terminal fragment (residue 194
essential function during SPB duplication. J. Cell. Biol. 132, 887±901.to 363) to EGFP (pXH011, based on pRS304), ECFP (pXH133, based
on pRS306), or EYFP (pXH145, based on pRS304). The plasmids Goh, P.Y., and Kilmartin, J.V. (1993). NDC10: a gene involved in
were integrated at the SPC42 locus to generate fusion proteins chromosome segregation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. J. Cell. Biol.
(details available upon request). To measure chromosome loss, a 121, 503±512.
diploid strain that is heterozygous for 21ChV (URA3) was grown to Goshima, G., and Yanagida, M. (2000). Establishing biorientation
mid log phase in selective media and shifted to YPD for 16 to 32 occurs with precocious separation of the sister kinetochores, but
generations, and the fraction of ura- cells was determined on 0.2% not the arms, in the early spindle of budding yeast. Cell 100, 619±633.
5-FOA.
Guacci, V., Hogan, E., and Koshland, D. (1994). Chromosome con-
densation and sister chromatid pairing in budding yeast. J. Cell.
Microscopy and Image Analysis
Biol. 125, 517±530.
Mid-log phase yeast cells were mounted on agarose pads on a
Guacci, V., Koshland, D., and Strunnikov, A. (1997). A direct linkmicroscope slide. Cumulative exposure times were limited to 2.5
between sister chromatid cohesion and chromosome condensationmin and single exposures to 0.1±0.2 s, ensuring that cells could
revealed through the analysis of MCD1 in S. cerevisiae. Cell 91,divide for at least one additional cell cycle after filming.
47±57.Three-dimensional images were collected using Deltavision opti-
Hieter, P., Mann, C., Snyder, M., and Davis, R.W. (1985). Mitoticcal sectioning deconvolution microscopes on a Zeiss Axiovert or
stability of yeast chromosomes: a colony color assay that measuresNikon Eclipse TE200 microscope base with 1003 1.4 NA objectives
nondisjunction and chromosome loss. Cell 40, 381±392.and XBO100 burners. For most images, critical illumination was
used giving a spatial resolution of about 0.18 mm parallel to the Hunt, A.J., and McIntosh, J.R. (1998). The dynamic behavior of indi-
image plane and 0.3 mm in Z (by Raleigh criteria). This paper is vidual microtubules associated with chromosomes in vitro. Mol.
based on a total of approximately 100 movies and 4,000 3D image Biol. Cell. 9, 2857±2871.
sets, and the positions of SPBs and chromosome tags were deter- Hyland, K.M., Kingsbury, J., Koshland, D., and Hieter, P. (1999).
mined by automated processing (details available upon request). A Ctf19p: a novel kinetochore protein in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
3D probability density plot was generated from -2ChIV tag positions and a potential link between the kinetochore and mitotic spindle.
and mirrored through the spindle midzone, rotated around the spin- J. Cell. Biol. 145, 15±28.
dle axis to create an annulus, and then projected to two dimensions. Hyman, A.A., and Mitchison, T.J. (1990). Modulation of microtubule
stability by kinetochores in vitro. J. Cell. Biol. 110, 1607±1616.
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